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ABSTRACT 
A numerical model combining the ultrafast radiative heat 

transfer and ablation rate equation for free electron density is 
proposed to investigate the transient process of plasma 
formation in distilled water. The focused beam propagation 
governed by the transient equation of radiative heat transfer is 
solved by the transient discrete ordinates method. The temporal 
evolution of free electron density governed by the rate equation 
is solved using a forth-order Runge-Kutta method. Two laser 
pulses: 30 ps and 300 fs are considered. Simulation of the 
dynamics of plasma formation is performed. The results 
include the threshold laser intensity for optical breakdown, 
temporal evolution and spatial distribution of the free electron 
density as well as the maximum plasma length. To validate the 
model, optical breakdown thresholds for different laser pulses, 
the shape of plasma breakdown region and the maximum 
plasma length predicted by the present model are also 
compared with the experimental data.  

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Laser plasma-mediated ablation, also known as laser induced 

optical breakdown, is achieved when a material-specific 
irradiance threshold is exceeded. Plasma formation provides a 
unique possibility for localized energy deposition in transparent 
dielectrics. This occurs at high irradiances when multiphoton 
process provides seed electrons for an avalanche ionization. 
Plasma formation then progresses through an interplay of 
multiphoton ionization and avalanche ionization. 

In recent years, optical breakdown in liquids has gained 
considerable interest because laser induced plasma formation in 
water or aqueous fluids are used in various medical laser 
applications [1], such as laser lithotripsy [2], laser angioplasty 
[3], and intraocular microsurgery [4]. And the interest is further 
stimulated by the advent of ultrashort pulse laser systems which 
enormously widened the range of pulse durations available for 
plasma-mediated laser surgery. To achieve precision and safety, 
it is important to know how the threshold for plasma formation 
depends on the laser systems and how these parameters 
influence the plasma length achieved at superthreshold pulse 
energies. 

Lasers have been widely considered in clinical therapies and 
applications including laser-induced hyperthermia as well as 
optical imaging [5-7]. Ultrashort pulse laser is a special type 
laser with pulse width in the range from picoseconds (ps) down 
to femtoseconds (fs). The advantages of using short-pulsed 
lasers rather than traditional methods for therapeutic 
applications include the precise control of the output energy 
and the ability to control energy dissipation and the heat-
affected zone. Two characteristics in ultrafast radiation heat 
transfer are worth mentioning. One is that the transient effect is 
significant when the pulse duration is not substantially longer 
than the characteristic time of radiation propagation in the 
medium. Hence, the propagation of a short pulse with the speed 
of light must be incorporated in the equation of radiative 
transfer. Another characteristic is that the emission from the 
medium is generally negligible as compared with the high laser 
intensity. Thus, the medium is cold in the modeling of radiative 
heat transfer [8-10]. 
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Rate equation has been widely used in the prediction of the 
temporal evolution of electron densities in liquids [11-13]. The 
threshold breakdown intensity is determined when the 
calculated free electron density is equal to a critical value. To 
investigate the plasma expansion when a superthreshold 
irradiance is used, Docchio et al. [14, 15] proposed a moving 
breakdown distributed shielding model to describe the 
temporally and spatially resolved luminescence and attenuation 
characteristics of plasmas induced in liquids by high-irradiance 
nanosecond (ns) laser pulses. The moving breakdown model 
predicts the plasma starting time and growth based on the 
temporal profile of the focused laser intensity. A modified 
model presented by Fan and Longtin [16] for femtosecond 
pulses that takes into account the pulse propagation with ultra-
short laser pulses is applied to characterize the time and space-
dependent breakdown region in the femtosecond region. Zhou 
et al. [13] recently proposed a rate-equation-based model to 
investigate the transient progression of plasma in pure water 
generated by focused short laser pulses. The results include the 
entire plasma progression process: the start-up, growth, and 
fade-out of the plasma. However, they all simplified the 
medium as a 1-D plane wall. 

The aim of this paper is to establish a theoretical model 
based on the rate equation to simulate the entire dynamic 
process of plasma formation in multidimensional distilled 
water. The intensity of ultra-short laser pulses propagation in 
the cylindrical medium is obtained by solving the transient 
radiative heat transfer equation. The spatial and time dependent 
free electron density is calculated by the rate equation 
according to the laser irradiance on each location in the same 
time instants. The plasma breakdown in the medium is 
identified by a critical free electron density. Then the laser 
intensity distribution is updated by accounting for the 
combined effect of beam focusing and the plasma absorption. 
In this study, the distilled water is investigated because it is the 
major component in most soft biological tissues. Parametric 
studies such as the threshold calculation for various laser 
pulses, the temporal evolution of electron density in spatial 
direction and the influence of pulse energy on plasma length 
are also conducted.    
 
2. NUMERICAL MODEL  
2.1 Laser beam propagation 
 

As a real beam propagates through an optical system, the 
dimensionless beam propagation parameter is defined as: 
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where w0R, θR are the beam waist and far-field divergence of 
the real beam; w0, θ are the beam waist and far-field divergence 
of true Gaussian beam. For a true Gaussian beam, M2=1. 

Thus, the propagation equations for a real laser beam are 
now written as: 
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where z is the distance from the beam waist and the Rayleigh 
length zR is expressed as: 
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where n is the refactive index of the medium; and λ is the laser 
wavelength in free space. 
 

The physical model for a focused laser beam with a 
quality factor M propagating in the medium is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Figure. 1 Physical model for real beam propagation. 
 
2.2 Spatial and temporal profiles of laser pulse 
 

The TDOM (Transient Discrete Ordinate Method) with S10 
scheme was employed for the solution of the intensity Il of the 
diffused radiation in a discrete ordinate sl. The governing 
equation of the time-dependent radiative transfer in cylindrical 
coordinates is described as: 
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where μl, ηl, ξl are the three directional cosines; σe is the 
extinction coefficient, which is the summation of absorption 
coefficient σa and scattering coefficient σs; c is the speed of 
light in the medium. For distilled water, at wavelength λ=1064 
nm, the absorption and scattering coefficient are σa=1.48 cm-1, 
σs=0 cm-1 [17]; while at wavelength λ=580 nm, the absorption 
and scattering coefficient are σa=9.33×10-4 cm-1, σs=0 cm-1 
[18]. Sl is the radiative source term: 
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in which, Ib is the blackbody emitting intensity of the medium; 
ω=σs/(σs+σa) is the scattering albedo; wj is the appropriate 
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angular weight in discrete direction js ; Φjl represents the 

scattering phase function Φ ( js → ls ), l
iS  is the source 

contribution of the laser irradiation and can be expressed as: 
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l
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the unit vector si represents the laser incident direction. In the 
region where no laser irradiation is passing through, Ii=Si=0. 
For detailed information of the individual terms in equations 
please refer to references [8], [10] and [19]. 

A collimated laser beam was focused to the distilled water 
to produce the plasma breakdown. The intensity of the laser 
beam having a Gaussian profile both temporally and spatially 
can be expressed as:  
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where I0 is the amplitude of the beam radiation strength; w is 
the beam radius ( 21 / e ); tp is the pulse width at half maximum. 
The total time duration of a whole pulse is set as 4tp in this 
study so that the peak of the pulse arrives at time 2tp. The 
impinging area of the beam is considered as ( )r w z≤ . 
 
2.3 Rate equation 

 
The time evolution of the electron densisty can, in a 

simplified way, be described by a rate equation of a generic 
form [20]: 

2( , , ) ( , , ) ( , , ) ( , , )mp casc rec
d r z t r z t g r z t r z t
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ρ η η ρ ρ η ρ= + − − (8)

where the free electron density ρ is a function of space and 
time. The first two terms on the right hand side represent the 
production of free electrons through multiphoton and cascade 
ionization. The last two terms are the electron losses through 
diffusion out of the focal volume and recombination, 
respectively. ηmp represents the mulitphoton ionization rate. 
The cascade ionization rate ηcasc and the diffusion rate g are 
proportional to the number of already exist free electrons ρ(r, z, 
t), while the recombination rate ηrec is proportional to ρ(r, z, t)2, 
as it involves an interaction between two charged particles (an 
electron-hole pair). 
 

2.3.1 Multiphoton Ionization 
 

To ionize an atom or molecule with ionization 
energy EΔ , / ( ) 1k E ω= Δ + photons are required. Therefore, 

the multiphoton ionization rate will be proportional to Ik, where 
I is the laser light irradiance. Keldysh [21] derived an 
approximate expression for the multiphoton ionization rate in 
condensed media: 
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To describe the breakdown process in water, Kennedy [22] 
and Sacchi [23] have assumed that water can be treated as an 
amorphous semiconductor with a bandgap ΔE=6.5 eV, and that 
optical breakdown in water can be described as the formation 
of an electron-hole plasma. 

 

2.3.2 Cascade ionization 
 

As soon as free electrons exist in the interaction volume, 
they gain energy from the electric field through IBA (inverse 
bremsstralung absorption) of photons and can generate further 
free electrons through impact ionization. Conservation of 
momentum requires that the absorption of photons from the 
laser pulse takes place during collisions of the free electrons 
with surrounding molecules. The cascade ionization rate ηcasc 
per electron is given by [22]: 
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The onset of cascade ionization requires the presence of 
“seed electrons” in the conduction band. In this study, cascade 
ionization was considered only after the possibility of finding 
one electron in the interaction volume exceeded 50%. 

 

2.3.3 Diffusion and Recombination 
 

The diffusion of electrons in the focal volume was 
estimated by approximating the focal volume by a cylinder 
with radius w0R and length zR. Thus, the diffusion rate per 
electron is expressed as [22]: 
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The recombination rate was taken to be 2×10-9 cm3/s, an 
empirical value obtained by Docchio et al. [24] through 
measurements of the decay of plasma luminescence. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
 

The numerical model in this study is validated by 
comparing plasma breakdown thresholds in distilled water 
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calculated by our code (Ith4) with the experimental data reported 
by Vogel et al. [25] (Iexp) and numerical values in the paper of 
Zhou et al. [13] (Ith3), Sollier et al. [12] (Ith2) and Noack and 
Vogel [20] (Ith1), respectively. For this comparison, we have 
used the same material parameters as those used in reference 
[20]. 

From a theoretical point of view, optical breakdown is 
identified by the generation of a critical free electron density, 
ρcr, between 1018 and 1021 cm-3. The threshold irradiance listed 
in Table 1 was calculated using the rate equation for two 
critical electron densities: ρcr=1020 cm-3 and ρcr=1021 cm-3, 
respectively. For nanosecond pulses, the measured (Iexp) and 
predicted thresholds (Ith1, Ith2, Ith3 and Ith4) agree well under the 
assumption of ρcr=1020 cm-3. For picosecond pulses, however, 
the case ρcr=1021 cm-3 yields a better agreement, both for 
infrared and visible wavelength, and the agreement of this 
value of ρcr remains better also in the femtosecond range. 
Hence, in the following discussions on the plasma formation by 
picosecond and femtosecond laser, the critical electron density 
is selected as ρcr=1021 cm-3 to identify the plasma breakdown 
region. 

The agreement between our numerical results (Ith4) and 
those from other authors (Ith1, Ith2 and Ith3) for all wavelengths 
and pulses duration is quite good. The small difference may 
come from the choice of a difference step size in the Runge-
kutta algorithm for solving the rate equation. 

Table 1. Comparison of the breakdown thresholds predicted by 
our model with the theoretical and experimental results from 
others’ work. All thresholds intensities units are1010 W/cm2. 

λ tp 2w0  ncr=1020cm-3 
nm  μm Iexp Ith4 Ith3 Ith2 Ith1 
532 6ns 5.3 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.1 4.0 
532 30ps 3.4 38 9.3 9.3 9.5 9.0 
580 3ps 5.0 85 71.7 71.5 75.1 72.0
580 300fs 5.0 476 406.3 410.0 439.3 400.0
580 100fs 4.4 1110 845.1 844.1 931.4 826.0

1064 6ns 7.7 5.0 3.2 3.0 3.5 5.0 
1064 30ps 4.7 45 10.2 10.3 11.7 10.0
 

λ tp 2w0  ncr=1021cm-3 
nm  μm Iexp Ith4 Ith3 Ith2 Ith1 
532 6ns 5.3 3.0 35.7 35.9 36.0 36.0
532 30ps 3.4 38 35.7 35.9 36.0 36.0
580 3ps 5.0 85 91.4 91.6 95.2 92.0
580 300fs 5.0 476 514.0 513.2 547.3 510.0
580 100fs 4.4 1110 1114 1114 1209 1090

1064 6ns 7.7 5.0 10.9 10.9 10.9 11.0 
1064 30ps 4.7 45 13 13.1 14.0 13.0

 
Figures 2 (a) and (b) show the evolution of the free 

electron density in distilled water at different radial locations 
(z=0) and axial locations (r=0), respectively. The plasma 
breakdown is produced by 30 ps pulses at wavelength 1064 nm 

and constant focusing angle 22ºwith a normalized pulse energy 
β=E / Eth=I / Ith =20. For 30 ps pulse duration, the free electron 
density grows slowly by multiphoton ionization at the early 
time stage. Once the first electron is generated, cascade 
ionization starts to dominate the production of free electrons as 
indicated by the sharp increase in the temporal evolution of 
electron density. Cascade ionization results in a multiplication 
of free electrons by several orders of magnitudes immediately. 
However, when the high electron density reaches the peak 
value, the exponential growth of electron density is slowed 
down by the electron-ion recombination.  

 
(a) At the focal plan (z=0) 

 
(b) Along the optical axis (r=0) 

Figure 2. Temporal evolution of the electron density at different 
locations. 

From Fig. 2 (a), it is observable that less free electrons are 
generated with increasing radial location. For example, the 
maximum value of the free electrons generated at the center of 
the laser focus (r=0) is about ρ=4.75×1021 cm-3 while the 
corresponding value at the rim of the focal spot (r=w0R) is 
reduced to ρ=8.86×1015 cm-3. This is because the intensity of 
the focused laser beam has a Gaussian distribution in the radial 
direction. Thus, most part of laser energy is accumulated in the 
focus center. This evidence also indicates that the plasma 
breakdown region could be smaller than the size of focal spot.  
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By comparing the electron density in Fig. 2 (b) produced 
at two positions z=zR and z=-zR which are equal distance from 
the focal spot, we could find that the electron density at z=zR 
(ρ=4.75×1021 cm-3) is larger than that produced at z=-zR 
(ρ=8.50×1019 cm-3). This is because for the 30 ps pulse, when 
the pulse energy exceeds the breakdown threshold, the plasma 
formation is characterized by a growth of plasma from the 
beam waist toward the incoming laser beam. Hence, due to the 
strong absorptivity of the plasma (σp=360 cm-1) [26], most of 
the laser light is absorbed prior to and in the beam waist and 
almost no plasma develops behind the focus. 

 
(a) At the focal plan (z=0) 

  
 (b) Along the optical axis (r=0) 

Figure 3. Temporal evolution of the electron density at different 
locations.  

Figures 3 (a) and (b) show the temporal evolution of the 
free electron in distilled water at different radial locations (z=0) 
and axial locations (r=0), respectively. The plasma breakdown 
is generated by laser pulse with duration 300 fs, at wavelength 
580 nm and constant focusing angle 16º with a normalized 
pulse energy β=E / Eth=I / Ith =10. For 300 fs pulses, most free 
electrons are created by multiphoton ionization during the first 
half of the laser pulse. However, since the number of electrons 
created by cascade ionization increases exponentially in time 
(recall Eqn. (8)) whereas the number increases only linearly by 
multiphoton ionization, cascade dominates even in the 
femtosecond domain. It is also observable that on the trailing 

edge of the laser pulse, for 30 ps pulses (Fig. 2 (a) and (b)), 
electron recombination can no longer be compensated by the 
production of free electrons because of the decreasing 
irradiance. While, for 300 fs pulses, the influence of 
recombination during the laser pulse becomes negligible 
because the recombination time scale is tens of picoseconds 
and that is much longer than the laser pulse duration (300 fs).  

As shown in Fig. 3 (a), the peak value of electron density 
during the pulse duration deceases as the radial distance 
increases because of the Gaussian distribution of laser intensity 
in radial direction. From observing the temporal profile of 
electron density at various locations along the optical axis 
(r=0) in Fig.3 (b), we could find an obvious transient effect of 
the 300 fs pulse propagation in the water. For example, the time 
delay for generating a single free electron between the location 
z=0 and z=-0.5zR approximately represents the light flight time 
for traveling a distance 0.5zR. This is because for 300 fs pulses, 
the characteristic time of light propagation in the water is zR / 
cwater≈ 190 fs which is comparable to the pulse duration. Thus, 
it is necessary to take the transient effect into consideration. 
Again, no plasma formation is found behind the focal volume 
due to the strong absorption ability of the plasma (σp=180cm-1) 
[16] prior to the laser focus. 

 
(a) Along the optical axis (r=0) 

 
(b) Contours of electron distribution.  

Figure 4. Free electrons distribution at various time instants in 
distilled water. The laser light is incident from the right. 
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Figure 4 (a) plots the free electrons generated along the 
optical axis (r=0) at various time instants. The plasma 
breakdown is produced by 30 ps pulses at wavelength 1064 nm 
and constant focusing angle 22º with a normalized pulse 
energy β=E / Eth=I / Ith =20. t0 is defined as the initial time 
when optical breakdown occurred in the distilled water. Once 
the optical breakdown begins, the entire region is divided into 
two sub-regions: non-breakdown region and breakdown region 
separated as a distinct plasma front. For 30 ps laser pulses, as 
the plasma breakdown must be above the critical electron 
density ρcr=1021 cm-3, the plasma front moves with the laser 
pulse toward the focus as shown in Fig. 4 (a).  

Figure 4 (b) illustrates the dynamic process of plasma 
formation with 30 ps pulses laser in distilled water. At early 
time stage (t=t0+0.5tp), the optical breakdown is generated in 
the vicinity of the laser focus. As time elapses, when the laser 
irradiance is raised above the breakdown threshold at the 
locations in the upstream of the laser focus, the plasma 
breakdown front begins to shift in the opposite direction of the 
incoming beam (t=t0+tp). However, as time keeps increasing, 
laser irradiance decreases. As a result, the electron density in 
the original breakdown region decreases to a value below the 
critical value, then that region returns to the non-breakdown 
region (t=t0+1.5tp). 

 

 
(a) Along the optical axis (r=0) 

 
(b) Contours of electron distribution.  

Figure 5. Free electrons distribution at various time instants in 
distilled water. The laser light is incident from the right. 

Figure 5 (a) plots the free electrons generated along the 
optical axis (r=0) at various time instants. The plasma 
breakdown is generated by laser pulse with duration 300 fs, at 
wavelength 580 nm and constant focusing angle 16º with a 
normalized pulse energy β=E / Eth=I / Ith =10. In contrast to the 
plasma formation by 30 ps pulses, for 300 fs pulses, the optical 
breakdown starts at the location where the propagation laser 
intensity exceeds the plasma breakdown threshold intensity. In 
this case, the laser light is incident from the right, the plasma 
formation begins (t=t0) at the location (z=113 μm) where the 
breakdown threshold is exceeded, as shown in Fig.5 (a). After 
that, the plasma front moves in the same direction of the laser 
pulse propagating in the water so that the high density of free 
electrons can still be observed in the plasma breakdown front. 

Figure 5 (b) shows the dynamics process of plasma 
breakdown using the 300 fs pulses laser. As the plasma front 
moves with the laser pulse towards the focus, at certain time 
instant (t=t0+1.5tp), the plasma length is about 120 μm as 
depicted in Fig. 5 (b). The laser pulse length (69 μm) is defined 
as the speed of light in water (c=0.23 μm/fs) times pulse 
duration (tp=300 fs). Hence, the evidence that plasma length 
observed above the breakdown is longer than the pulse length 
also indicates that for 300 fs pulses, plasma formation begins 
before the pulse reaches the laser focus. 

 
(a) Numerical results obtained by the present model 

 

 
(b) Experiment results by Vogel et al. [25] 

Figure 6. Plasma formation at various pulse energies. The values 
of pulse energy (μJ) are indicated on each frame. The light is 

incident from the right. The bar represents a length of 100μm. 
 

Figure 6 (a) shows a time average value of the free 
electron in the optical breakdown region during one pulse 
irradiation. The plasma formation is generated by laser pulse 
with 30 ps at wavelength 1064 nm and constant focusing angle 
22º for different pulse energies. Fig. 6 (b) is a time integrated 
picture of the luminescent plasma taken with open shutter in a 
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darkened room by Vogel et al. [25]. In this experiment, the 
measured focus spot size and the focusing angle are 2w0R=4.72 
μm and θR=22º respectively. And the diffraction limit spot size 
is also reported as 2w0=3.48 μm. These parameters together 
give a beam quality factor value M2=2.71. Apparently, results 
predicted by the present numerical model as shown in the 
Fig .6 (a) has a good agreement with the experimental picture 
with respect to the shape of plasma breakdown region. It could 
also demonstrate that the plasma form approximately 
corresponds to lines of equal intensity bordering the region 
where the breakdown threshold has been surpassed. The 
relatively derivation of the accumulated plasma length between 
the numerical results and the experimental picture may partly 
due to the reason that the numerical model used a critical 
density ρcr=1021 cm-3 to identify where the optical breakdown 
happened while the plasma luminescence picture taken in the 
experiment could resemble the shape of optical breakdown 
region but not an exact boundary corresponding to this critical 
density. 
 

 
Figure 7. Plasma length zmax as a function of β-1 for various 

focusing angles.  
 

Figure 7 illustrates the calculated maximum plasma length 
as function of laser pulse energy for focusing angles θ=8.5º 
and 22º respectively. The laser pulse duration is 30 ps at the 
wavelength 1064 nm. For comparison of the results predicted 
by the present numerical model with the experimental data [25] 
and the moving breakdown model, the maximum plasma length 
is plotted as a function of (β -1) on a double logarithmic scale. 
The moving breakdown model [14] predicts a square-root 
dependence of laser induced plasma length ( 1/2

max ( 1)Rz z β= − ). 
Thus, the dash lines shown in Fig. 7 are straight lines with 
slope 0.5. Apparently, our results match well with the values 
predicted by the moving breakdown model. The deviation of 
the experimental data from the numerical results obtained by 
the present model is partially because the mismatch of the 
plasma breakdown threshold predicted by rate equation and 
measured by the experiment, as listed in Table 1 for the case 
tp=30 ps, λ=1064 nm. Furthermore, it is obvious that there is a 
strong dependence of plasma length on the focus angle. The 

larger focusing angle is, the less power density is incident on 
the same z plane. Therefore, at equal normalized pulse energy 
β, plasma length is always longer for small focusing (θ=8.5º) 
angles than for large focusing angles (θ=22º). 

4. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, a numerical model is established based on the 
ultrafast radiative heat transfer model and the rate equation to 
investigate the transient process of plasma formation in 
distilled water. Numerical simulations are performed for 30 ps 
and 300 fs laser pulses. In the numerical analysis, the laser 
intensity is first calculated by solving the ultrafast radiative 
heat transfer equation with the transient discrete ordinates 
methods. Then the free electron density is obtained by solving 
the rate equation with a fourth order Runge-Kutta method. The 
plasma breakdown is identified by a critical free electron 
density. When the optical breakdown occurs, the laser intensity 
distribution is modified by including the plasma shielding 
effect. 

The threshold intensities of various laser pulses for optical 
breakdown are computed and compared with numerical and 
experimental results. The transient plasma formation at 
superthreshold pulse energy is also studied by the present 
model. It is illustrated that due to plasma shielding effect, no 
plasma formation could be found behind the laser focus. It is 
also found that for plasma breakdown produced by using 
picosecond pulses, the plasma grows from the laser beam waist 
toward incoming beam. However, for the optical breakdown 
generated by femtosecond pulses, the plasma formation begins 
before the pulse reaches the laser focus. Then the plasma front 
moves with the laser pulse toward the focus. Other results 
include the temporal evolutions and spatial distribution of free 
electrons and maximum plasma length. Comparisons between 
the numerical results predicted by the present model and 
experimental data are also conducted. 
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